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Alas, Poor Dewey, | Knew Him Well
A five-year project that will have | pansion than the older system,”|cerning its pros and
far-reaching consequences for stu- said Mrs.
Everett.
“These
two/|form of a report. The
dents and faculty was initiated in |

|reasons are the major reasons

for|sensus

of

the

cons in the
general con-

committee

=

<

intent

was

in

3, 1965

No. 12

Vietnam Committee Says
Objective is Discussion

the library this week.
the change over.”
favor of the change in a long run
The purpose of the Vietnam
The familiar Dewey Decimal sys“The
decision
concerning
the|and wished to support it.”
Committee recently organized on
tem of book classification is being |change was the result of careful)!
The Dewey Decimal system is campus is to gather information,
phased out in favor of the Library jstudy on the part of the whole) based on a number system, while pro and con, on the Vietnam war,
of Congress system, according to jlibrary staff,” said Mrs. Everett./the Library of Congress classifica- and the discussion of relevant ideas
College Librarian Mrs. Helen Ev-' “Mr. Jack Kanbara, chief catalog-| tion is based en both a number and with the hope of forming opinion.
erett.
ler, visited several libraries, which alphabet system, which is broken
This statement of objective was
“The new classification is much had made the classification switch,| down into a secondary alphabet.
given by Lela McDonald, tempormore complete and adaptive to ex- |and gathered important data con“The change will have little effect on the students except more
use of the card catalogue will be
required to find a book,” said Mrs.
Everett. “All incoming new books
plus all existing library books are
being equipped with a new ‘cutter’
number, using the Library of Congress classification. The work has
already been started and will move
as fast as possible to the reclassification of all reference materials,|:
then all science materials, one of
the libraries strong fields, and then
move on to other areas.”
“The Library of Congress classification provides for more expansion
through
the
double
break
down
of alphabet and numbers,
than does the Dewey Decimal system which was bein used in the
library,”
said
Mr.
Eric
Simms,

social

science

reference

librarian.

“The Library of Congress classification is better tailored to fit the
needs of larger libraries, which are
fast becoming.”

of the club are Dr. Andrew Karoly and Dr. Thewall Proctor.
Jim
Orcott,
charter
member,
and Angus McDonald spoke on the

evils of the war but it was pointed
out that their ideas were not necessarily those of the club, which
they said, is hoping to serve as a
forum for all ideas. The speakers
talks were followed by a question
and answer session with the audience conducted by McDonald.

McDonald

led into his talk

by

saying it had almost become treason to talk about Viet Nam. The
right to demonstrate is a demo-

cratic

process

now

being

denied

and is rapidly becoming a dirty
word, he said. Both speakers quoted from such material as the Congressional
Record,
Conscious of
the Senate, Minority of One and

How They Got Us in the War, by
Robert Shear.
Orcutt said we are not able to
keep a popular government in control of South Viet Nam but are

plagued

with

repeated

turn-overs

in the governing heads. He said the
people of Viet Nam should be free
to choose their own government

ary

president,

during

the group's

even

if they

choose

communism,

first meeting. At the meeting, at- freedom of choice being the essentended by over 200 people, volun- tial factor. He added that a nuclear
teers to debate the Vietnam war war would deter, not stop China’s
brought laughter
were selected for an open debate progress. This
“The whole reclassification proc- Monday night.
and some heckling from those atess will take around five years and |
Angus McDonald, vice-president tending the meeting.
will probably cause confusion on and Mike Murphy, secretary-treasthe part of some people,” said Mrs.| urer complete the slate of temporEverett. “For a while books of the ary officers for the new organiza-

same subject will be stacked in two | tion. The club intends to elect per-

different areas of the library. One

area will be according to the Dew-

ey Decimal

system

and

acording to the Library
gatess classification.”

the ‘other
of

Con-

manent officers within two or three

weeks.

Membership

of the club is

about

20

eight

with

the

members joined by new
‘rom the first meeting.

charter

members
Advisors

Conscientious Obje
to Advise
ctor
on Status

At All But Two

Seeking to aid students wishing | Nam in particular, as well as to
to actively participate in war is
to become conscientious objectors, offer instruction to those interes- one of the most important decisLiberal Arts major John Kinney ted in securing the difficult CO ions a person must make in his
San Francisco State and Hum- has made himself available for perstatus.
lifetime, and if he concludes that
boldt State are the lone holdouts sonal or group talks on the subAnother major goal of his is to war is a “hellish, grisly thing,” he
in the California
State
College ject.
lend or exchange literature on Viet should be made aware of possible
system where Unions have been
Himself a conscientious objector, Nam or pertaining to conscientious alternatives.
proposed, a statement from the Kinney hopes to stimulate thought objectors, Kinney said.
Kinney, who comes to Humboldt
CSC Chancellor’s Office indicates. and discussion on war and Viet
“Students and young people of- from Hanover College, is currently
To date, 12 State colleges have
ten enlist or are drafted totally un- working his way around the U.S.
been faced with a union election,
aware of the moral ramifications of He can be reached at the Arcata
and 10 have accepted it.
war on the individual,” Kinney Auto Supply between the hours of
Colleges
which
have
started
said, “and just as unaware of ex- 8 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
union development are San Diego
isting alternatives to the position
He said he will be glad to arState, which passed it in October
of combatant.”
range a personal talk at the stuof 1963 with 71 per cent voting
Kinney feels that the decision dent's convenience.
affirmative; San Jose State, which
Sempervirens
Sweetheart
was
passed it in December of 1963 with named in a secret conference by
a majority of 67 per cent.
Glenn Yarbrough, Ted Arnold and
Cal Poly at San Luis Obispo Biff Rose and she will be crowned
who passed it in May of 1964 with Saturday, December 11, at the ana 91 per cent affirmative vote; nual Sno-Ball in the Eureka Inn.
Chico State passed it in October
The candidates were interviewed
of 1964 with a 87 per cent affirma- by Yarbrough, folk and pop singer,
tive vote.
who appeared here November 19.
Humboldt defeated the proposal Serving as judges also were Rose,
An average salary increase of |true picture of the inadequate salin April of 1965 with 59 per cent comedian who accompanied Yarvoting in favor, and San Francisco brough and Arnold representing 11.2 percent for faculty members| aries in the State College system.
defeated it in March of 1965 with the combo appearing with Yar- and increases ranging from 5 per- | The procedure requires that salcent to 20.8 percent for administra-| aries be comparable to those paid
55 per cent affirmative.
brough. The judging was done
during intermission with the re- tors of the California State Col-|in a restricted number of “comsults given to Abby Abinanti, Ist leges were approved Friday, Nov. parison” colleges.
19, effective July 1 of next year, if
Total cost of the approved salassociate editor of Sempervirens, funds are authorized by the Legis- ' aty proposals, which would affect

Trustees Approve Salary
Boosts for CSC Faculty

to be kept secret until the dance.

Tradition
ways with

was broken
the choosing

in
of

years candidates according to Miss

Abinanti. The candidates: Louise
St. Jean, senior; Barbara Hitchky
and

Cathy

2

?

Walling,

Cahill,

sophomore;

juniors;

and

lature.

some 7000 professors and adminis-

two
At the same time the faculty |trators, has not been computed.
this and staff affairs committee of the;
1, general, in terms of highest

Sue

Karen

Board of Trustees which took the
| annual salaries for faculty memaction agreed with Trustee Simon! hers in the top step of each acaRamo of Los Angeles that the| demic rank, instructors would go
recommended salary increases are from $8544 to $9510; assistant protoo low.
ifessors from $9408 to $10,462; as-

Crockett and Renee Dablier, freshmen, were chosen by the executive
councils of their class rather than

Ramo said that the procedure
| sociate professors from $11,904 to
to compute salary increases which | $13,237; and full professors from

by

ment of Finance and the Legisla-|
tive Analyst does not reflect the!

the yearbook staff. The usual
(Continued on Page Eight)

is required

by the State

Depart| $15,192 to $16,894.
Under
¢

the

—

administrative
on

cate-

Corps Volunteer
Dedicates Stump

The “Speakers Stump” became
an official part of the campus this
Wednesday when it was dedicated
by Peace Corps volunteer Linda
Pierce who spoke from it.
Local logging contractor, Ernst
Theuerkauf, an alumnus, donated
the redwood stump to the school.
Bill Johnson and his maintenance
crew placed the stump outside the
east doors of the cafeteria and
erected the speakers’ stand early
this semester.
ASB Vice-President Jack Sheridan who originated the idea in
November of last year pointed out
that as chairman of the committee
for the stump he could install a
PA system but wants students to
show an interest to insure use of
the system.

A list of regulations for use of
the stump can be obtained in the
Activities Office, Room 214, Administration Building. The stump,
according to the proposed policy
by

Sheridan,

states as its purpose

to provide students and faculty a
facility for free discussion of alt
important ideas.
Students and faculty are advised
to reserve the stump in the Activities Office
with
Mrs.
Jeanne
Girouard. Although this isn’t a
complete necessity, priority will be
given to those who have reserved
it
A recognized campus organization must officially sponsor an offcampus speaker and register his
appearance with the Activities office as a courtesy to the invited
guest;
reservations
should
be
completed five days in advance to

allow appearances to be publicized.
Reservations must be completed at
least two complete school days

before the scheduled appearance,
but a waiver of this rule can be
granted by the Dean of Students
in rare

instances.

LUMBERJACK
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EDITOR

TO THE

LETTERS

There are a number of possible toward alleviating some of our
for this. Among
them redwood-brand ivory-towerlaysis.
that a course in reasons
Published Weekly by the Associated Student Body of
Sincerely,
this:
radio-TV and one in Journalism
Humboldt State College, Arcata, California
Derrald Vaughn
Humboldt,
being a relatively
are to be added soon to the Gensmall
schoo!
with
relatively
broad
eral Education requirements which
ane Arts Building
Room a
entrance requirements does not se- Dear Editor:
every student must take.
“be”
that
powers
the
Don’t
lectively or by chance (as a large
Two weeks ago, local educators
Phone: VAndyke 2-1771, Ext. 271
realize that we students oe
needSaale?
some school might) draw sizeable num- and businessmen held a meeting
shela: is tale canine ta
bers of students with potentially here with the Redwood Empire
EDITOR ....cccccccccccccceceeees See Aisa KEN BRYANT
many of the controversial ideas or opinions. Educational Broadcasting Co. a
that
arguing
not
I’m
MOONEY
NE
MARILYN
..........
ASSISTANT EDITOR
requirements With less chance of finding others local group that is interested in
Education
ASSISTANT EDITOR ...........:0000 BILL HUFFMAN [! General
Television
Educational
of like mind those now and then bringing
NEWS EDITOR .......:.sccceceees STEVE PEITHMAN [fi are unnecessary. For instance, the
into
this
area.
music and art courses truly opened possessing controversial opinion
During the past two months,
SPORTS EDITOR ............++0:- edantves TED TRUBY |! my
eyes for the first time to things succumb to fear of majority rejechas been an application by
there
I might have missed if I wasn’t tion and fail to express their point
EDITORIAL STAFF
an Albany, Oregon group to the
of view. (Perhaps these statements
forced to take them.
F.C.C. for the last remaining VHF
Rich Taylor, Beth Beckham, Bob Ross, Patricia Mead, Gloria
fit faculty as well as students—but
Journalism
maybe
(just
MAYin this area for use as
Lizz
frequency
Gold,
Jana
Wehren,
Rixie
Carr,
Joyce
Cloer,
Young, Joyce
BE), but Radio-TV? What a joke! that’s another question related but a Commercial channel.
Smith, Donna Vanni, Gerald Stewart, Tim Stewart, Noel AbiIf a handful of people want to fool not crucial to the intent of this
Prior to this request, the local
letter). I still remember the severe
nanti, Roy Long and Alan Brewer.
around studying the obvious, that’s
group had requested the F.C.C. to
and rather unintelligent treatment
their business but it shouldn't be
the remaining VHF chanBUSINESS STAFF
given a “free-speecher” a few set aside
nel in the area for Educational

Distribution

FACULTY

eee

Manager

eee

eeeseeeseeeesaseeeeees

..........seceeee-

ADVISER

this thing now, or are the students
Mel

HAROLD

going

Kuntz

Or

KNOX

to

be

asked

about

care

anybody

does

it

at

all.

if we're

going to be drowned in “creeping
General Education requirements?”
Sincerely,
Name Withheld by Request

months ago. With slight exception
the
same
rude
and
sometimes

“stupid” reaction was the primary
mode of response to a sometimes
very interesting sometimes
very
boring presentation Monday eve-

ning.
A second and more specific reason

for signing

is this:

The

Viet-

nam situation is upon us — we
Dear Editor:
should be aware of and discuss
Monday evening, November 22, issues such as information censorI, along with a number of other ship (refer to Nov. 24 Chronicle),
students, signed a piece of paper the reasons for and events leadindicating an interest in being part ing up to the present state of war,
of

a group

tentatively

called

the

“Vietnam Committee.” Why? Because up to now I believe this campus has suffered from a general
lack of concern about or perhaps
even awareness of relevant contemporary issues. A few scattered
forums for discussions have sputa
feeble; most have died abornig.

The Big Question
Recent developments have seen
two new major proposals, much
more extensive than previous ones,
put forth in the redwood national
park controversy.
On November 22, interested parties met with Secretary of Interior Stewart Udall in Washington
D.C. to debate the park question.
Professors Rudolf W. Becking,
associate professor of forestry and
Patrick H. McGlynn, coordinator
of secondary education, were sent
by the Citizens for a Redwood National Park to present a proposal
for a 211,000 acre recreational and
preservation plan.
The CRNP is a local organization with headquarters in Arcata,

and principal membership
from
Humboldt and Del Norte county
residents. Its aim is to promote
preservation of the old-growth
Sequoia

sempervirens

redwoods

through the establishment of a national park and at the same time
preserve and aid the growth of the
regional economy through extensive recreational facilities, said Dr.
Becking.
The other major plan presented
was that of the National Park Service, an arm of the Department
of Interior. It revised its first recommendation of a $3,000 acre naog
park plan to a 93,000 acre
Pp

The difference being essentially
that the Del Norte and Jedediah
Smith state parks are to be added
to the original plan as part of the
national park. This would set up
a national

preserve

in

two

parts,

one north of the Klamath River
and the other south.
The following is the result of an
interview

with Dr. Becking, speak-

ing for the CRNP,
concerning
their recommendation to Udall.
The plan Dr. Becking and McGlynn presented is six fold and
centers around a 73,000 acre national park in the Redwood Creek
drainage and Lost Man and Skunk
Cabbage creek areas. This would
encompass a vast area of virgin
redwoods
including the world’s
tallest trees.

In land
plan differs

the

the

NPS

CRNP

plan

esentially in that Jedediah and Del
Norte state parks will remain in
state ownership,
expanded
and
consolidated according to the state
Redwood Master Plan.
In addition two highly developed
recreational areas north and south
of the proposed national park totaling over 137,000 acres will be
included.
These areas will receive the impact of the tourist and recreational
traffic and provide opportunities
for economic expansion for recreation and tourist industries.
Five dam sites are recommended
to provide 4600 acres of fresh water
recreation areas. Coastal beach and
lagoon acquistitions will permit
salt water recreational facilities of
2200 acres.
The CRNP also proposed a conference center in the Trinidad,
in
or McKinleyville vicinties.

purposes.
As a result of these actions, the

F.C.C. will now hold hearings to
decide if another commercial station is necessary in the area or
whether the remaining channel
should be reserved for Educational

use.
‘Locally,
would

As a means

of generating

inter-

Television

to everyone

as

it would provide something new
in the field of education.’It could
be used very efficiently in our
grammar

schools

local high
specific alternatives to the war, and
Now is
the present efforts and aims of dents and
those involved.
let the

est in these issues I would suggest
to the ASB council that it reject
the Group's proposed constitution
(one member has already publicly
stated that he is inclined to do so)
on any pretext whatsoever. The
result could possibly be progress

Educational

be an asset

gtessmen

as

well

as

the

schools.
the time for local resiinterested individuals to
F.C.C. and local conknow

about their feeling

in the matter.
Write
to the FCC,
Federal
Building, San Francisco, California
and let them know that you would
support

Educational

Television

in

this area.
Bill Huffman

A Progressive Move

During the two-day conference
Udall heard recommendations from
over 30 conservationist groups, a
state proposal, and a plan from
industry represented by Georgia
Pacific, Arcata, Simpson, and Rell-

im-Miller

lumber

companies.

The
Redwood
Park and Receation Plan, industry’s proposal,
was discussed earlier in this col-

umn. It provides for a donation of
8,000 acres to existing state parks
and

the

opening

of

230,000

acres

of commercial lands for public
recreational use.
Either the CRNP or the NPS
plan would virtually eliminate Arcata Redwood Company from the
logging industry and reduce profits for four other companies, all of
which have extensive holdings outside Northern California, said Dr.
Becking.

To support the CRNP plan and
is a the national park idea in general,

has not been done by the court's
is likely
to be
done
in
the
near
is
not
to
say
that
communism
will
provision for in lieu payments in
not
continue
to
use
tactics
of
subversion
to
accomplish
its
aims.
tained
yield,
which
industry
prothe form of severance taxes providing for federal compensation for ports as its goal and the basis of
— AL BREWER
Primary

in their

proposal

tax losses to the affected districts
and permanent rebate taxes of
25% of all revenue realized in the
recreational areas.
The plan, said Dr. Becking, was
well received by Udall. Its primary
aim and the stated goal of the Department of Interior is to prevent
serious economic decline, arising
from government acquisition of a
large tract of commercially productive land.
School, water and other districts
affected will receive adequate reimbursement for immediate losses
and will continue to receive in lieu
payments until assessed property
values reach 125% of current assessed valuation of the tax base.
The extensive recreation plan is
designed to absorb job losses in
the timber industry and put the
local economy on a diversified base
rather than a single base footing.
Dr. Becking conceded that Udall
would probably recommend the
plan proposed by the NPS but does
not rule out the possibility that
parts of the CRNP plan will be
incorporated into the final plan
presented to the president and legislatures.

Dr.

Becking

pointed

the

region's

economy

out

that

sus-

is non-exis-

tant at the present rate of timber
harvest.

Within five years, he said, at the
current rate of logging few if any
virgin redwoods on private lands
will be left to incorporate into a
government park.
Industry is logging two and onehalf times faster than secondgrowth trees are maturing, he said.
Within six years the lumber industry will be reduced to dependance
upon pulp products alone.
This
would greatly reduce lumber’s influence on the local economf base.
An economy based solely upon
the wood products industry as it
is now, he said, is destined to decline while tourism is a progressive economic factor in Northern
California and will increase at a
much greater rate with the addition of an adequate national park

and recreational facilities and provide more stable, up-rising, diversified economic opportunities.
Udall will formulate his recommendations taking into considera-

tion the suggestions presented at
the conference and submit them
to the president this month,

Who's Going To Collect For This One?

2
atte

forced on the entire student body!
Denny || We
hatin einen Aaxecaneenras . Diana
should all get together to stop
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‘Saint Joan‘ Classic Here Thursday

LUMBERJACK

eee

George Bernard Shaw’s classic
drama, “Saint Joan”, will be pre-

sented

by

the

Bishop's

nationally

Company

known

players

here

next week, said Rev. Cedric
ler, campus

Hep-

minister,

Sponsored

by the United

Cam-

pus Christian Ministry, the ecumenical ministry of student religious clubs, a single performance of

the highlights of Shaw’s

dramatic

interpretation of the life of Joan
of Arc will be given Thursday, De-

cember 9, at 7:30 p.m. in Founders’
Hall auditorium.

Admission will be by advance
donation, 50 cents for students and
faculty and $1 for non-students.
Tickets may be purchased in the
campus ministry office in the CAC

beginning

today.

Local

churches

in Arcata and Eureka will also be
selling admission tickets, said Rev.
Hepler.
The
Bishop's Company began

as a road company of eight in 1952

and since that time has given nearly 6000 performances and has toured over a million miles in 50 states.
It now has four separate units
with a total of 28 actors, both professional and amateur. It includes
such works as “Our Town”, “Cry

the Beloved Country", and “The
Boy with a Cart” in its repertoire.

SAINT

A

ie

1:

J

OF

oe

‘
24)

&

ARO

from the Bishop's ne

aeeare Shay
Joan’’ to be presented
Dec.
7:30 p.m. in Founders’
Hall auditorium.
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(Continued from Page 1)
gory,

deans

would

receive

and
a

vice
20.8

Sac State Hosts Dorm Confab

presidents
percent

in-

crease, while presidents, vice chan-

cellors and the chancellor would
receive 5 percent. This increase

would

be in addition

across-the-board

in a scene
from

presentation of

“e

Approximately
twenty-one
‘mothers” to over 3,000 college

to another| students

increase of 5 per-|many

gathered

facets

of

to discuss
dormitory

the

life

to decide
should
ules.”

on

how

correspond

dormitory
to

their

life

sched-

at

Both women
did explain that
cent for all administrators which| the Head Residents Conference for
was previously recommended, ef-| California State Colleges held at “We, along with the faculty, are
fective January 1, 1966, if also| Sacramento State College decently. always available for advice and

funded by the Legislature.
Under

creases
tive

both

recommended

for administrators,

July

1

of

next

effect-

year,

deans

would go from a high of $17,772
to $22,803; vice presidents from
$19,596 to $25,143; presidents from
$26,268 to $30,554; vice chancellors
from $28,956 to $32,083. The Chancellor’s salary would go from $36,750 to $38,588.
In justifying the higher increases
for some administrators, Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke said that the
salary lag for deans and vice pres-

idents is even more serious than
for the faculty. Currently, he said,
a dean with heavy administrative
responsibilities earns very little
more than a professor who teaches
12 months.

The Trustees also urged salary
increases for librarians, but left
open

the exact percentage amount.

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS!

SEQUOIA
JEWELERS
Jewelry
of Distinction
COINS FOR
THE COLLECTOR
Bill & Betty Scott
VA 2-1081
725 Eighth
St.
Arcata

Representing Humboldt State at
the first one-day event of its kind
for north coast colleges were Mrs.
Avis Passie and Mrs. Neva Slacks

who serve as head residents for the

often times we give it when we feel

it’s needed. However, ours is a
‘guiding force,’ not a ‘dictatorial
power.’”
Impressing both
women,
who

have been head residents at HSC
since the 1959 construction of Sunand the amount of students they set and Redwood Halls, were three
represented were: San Jose State, addresses presented at the confer1,212; San Francisco, 808; Fresno, ence: the keynote address by San
Francisco State's Housing Coordi627; Sacramento, 612; Chico, 416:
and Humboldt, 402. Also included nator George Changaris; “The InTransition
Between
at the meeting was the University terpersonal
Students and Staff” from Margaof Nevada.
“Although Humboldt was the ret McKoane, associate dean of
smallest college at the conference,” students at Sacramento State, and
stated Mrs. Slacks, “it is extrem- “Relations of the Faculty to the
ely advanced in the philosophy of Residence Halls” by Dr. Good,
allowing students to organize the professor of Physichology at Sacstructure of their residence halls— ramento State.
from providing a judiciary board
to handle disciplinary problems to
determining whether a Homecoming float should be built.”
Mrs. Slacks also explained that
“the other schools believe in strict
faculty programming so that there
is little freedom for the students
women’s and men's dorms respectively. Other residents attending

Coll
Gains
eg
Picku
eps

Four second-hand pick-ups were
transferred from the San Francis-

co State Department of Forestry
last Friday for use by the natural

fesources division on campus, according to Bill Johnson, chief of
maintenance operations.

These state vehicles, which John-

Minor

mechanical

changes

SPECIAL

and

Decals will be placed on the
doors
identifying the trucks as
being exclusively for use in nat|}ural resource projects which in|clude special research projects and
| field trips.

Bistrins
Sport Coat collection
Hart Schaffner and Marz, Botany 500, Kuppenheimer Marx-Haas, and Rough Rider are all repheimer Marz-Haas, and Rough Rider are all
represented in Bistrins great Fall clothing colleotion.
Choose from handsome checks, muted
plaids, striking interwoven patterns and bold
stripes. Fashioned from the sturdy new woolens
and tailored by the five famous fashion clothiers,
Bistrins sport coat colection will be worn with

confidence. Pay nothing down on B-10, as little
as 10.00 monthly at Bistrins, Sport Coats from

son said are already in good condition, are being painted the official college colors.
adjustments are being made so that
the pick-ups will comply with the
—
vehicle code of California, he

Five great labels appear in

BERNAT MOHAIR
PLUS | '
NOW #100

49.00

1166 H ST. ARCATA
829.1701

VICTORIAN VILLAGE INN
MAIN STREET,

Redwood
Laundromat
1115 “H” ST.
ARCATA

FERNDALE

INS

Specials

TOP SIRLOIN

$2.75

SEA

FOOD PLATE
$2.00

MEXICAN DINNERS
$2.35

Arcata, Eureka, Fortuna, Garberville

Fri, Dec. 3, 1965

LUMBERJACK

Genelly to Head Matural Resources

Stanley W. Harris as game
agement department head.

Mothers
Day Set

for

with

over

these in
estimated

just

over

9,300

of

virgin redwoods. Their
cost for this park plan

is $67.5 million.
The third National Park Service
plan consists of nearly 62,000 acres
with over 9,300 of these in virgin
redwoods.

predicted

The

this plan is $45.2 million.
The

lumber

industry

cost

for

proposed

a

plan which would add about 8,000
acres of top redwood

groves to the

system.

state

park

would

also open over 225,000 acres

of commercial
recreational

The

Their

timber

for public

use.

Gym Floors Refinished
Both the women's and men’s
gym floors have been refinished
and are ready for the upcoming
season,

according

to

Bill Johnson, chief of maintenance
operations.
The women's gym floor was
completely sanded and varnished,
and all the lines were repainted.

Although it was not sanded, the
men's gym floor received a coat
of finishing varnish, and all lines
were repainted.

S. s
M
ry

EUREKA
EXCLUSIVE
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

of

Fish

and

Game

Woodsmen

which

is cur-

Chicken Fry

The Conservation

Unlimited and

provide social contact for the campus’ two largest clubs.
to

Approximately 100 are expected
attend, said Gelardi, including

members

of the two clubs, wives

and guests.
The event

Patrick’s
Ground,

Point,
at

11

Red
a.m.

Alder
and

will

at

Camp

a football

He will also conduct a workshop for teenagers only, following

game

between

the

two

clubs, are planned as appetite
builders. The cost is $1.00 per person.

ee

Federal

Career

Day

will be ob-

to

22

private

and

state

mental hospitals in California and
Hawaii.
Besides

the

two

speakers

there

bi

fq

Ic

Representatives from
the Internal Revenue Service, U.S. Forest Service, Social Security Administration, Reclamation Bureau
and the Post Office Department

will be on campus to visit with
his talk.
After the noon luncheon Mrs. interested students.
Tables will be set up in the
Virginia Satir will speak on Commuication—a Family Affair.” Mrs. cafeteria from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to
Satir is director of training at the supply brochures and answer quesPalo Alto Mental Research Insti- tions about summer jobs or careers
tute’s family project, and is con- in the Federal Service, said Burns.

con-

tinue through the afternoon.
Athletic contests, highlighted by

Set For December8

served here, Wednesday, December 8, with the appearance of reppresent “The American Obsession resentatives from various Federal
With Teenagers.” Dr. Berger is agencies in the area, according to
the author of a popular series on Placement Officer Kenneth Burns.

sultant
will get under way

Federal Career Day

sociology department at the University of California, Davis, will

Forestry clubs will hold their an- teenage problems and opinions that
nual chicken fry this Sunday, Sal- ran as a syndicated colmn in some
vatore
Gelardi,
CU
committee
300 newspapers last year.

chairman, said.
The
event
is sponsored
each
year as a joint gathering to better
the relations of the two clubs and

Dr. Richard
BE. Genelly

The

representatives

available
should
them.
For

for
the

will also be

classroom

faculty

desire

visits
to

use

further information about
will be workshops and panels on
such topics as high school drop- Career Day, students may contact
outs and the teenagers’ place in the Placement Officer, said Burns.
the

community,

led

by

local

pro-

fessional people and faculty of the
HSC psychology department.

OUR

PATRONIZE
ADVERTISERS!

STARTS FRIDAY

5 PRINT SALE

A

CAPRI $250
ALSO TO $1800

While at Davis, Dr. Genelly was
primarily concerned with research
in pesticides and their affects on
wildlife. He co-authored a report
on the findings for the Department

DECEMBER

plan

state plan called for a fed-

basketball

C

man-

mee

million.

Boe

$140

=

cost

The complex world of teenagers,
their reactions and motivations,
will be explored in a conferenceworkshop in Founders Hall auditorium tomorrow morning.
Two nationally known speakers
will discuss teenage problems and
conduct workshops. At the opening session beginning at 9 a.m.,
Dr. Bennet Berger, head of the

3

2ef4

would

In Founders
Hall

602

earned his degrees at Berkeley and

OVER 2,000
PRINTS - - - BRUSHSTROKES

$1.00 - $2.00

PLUS PORTFOLIOS

“REMEMBER
THESE MAKE
TERRIFIC
CHRISTMAS GIFTS”

BOOKSTORE
A Lumberjack

Enterprise

ere

calls

acres

the faculty here in 1956 after three
years of research at the University of California at Davis.
He

Health Society
Workshop Sel

+

plan

76,000

joined

The largest national park pro- completed study for his doctorate
posed was a 97,600 acre plan by in 1955.
the Sierra Club that they estimate
He will be succeeded by Dr.

Advance planning is beginning
for the annual Mothers Day on
campus to be held March 5, 1966.
Mothers Day offers mothers a
chance to be introduced to their
be given a thorough going over sons’ and daughters’ campus life
by the Department of Interior be- and also entertained.
fore Secretary Udall’s recommenMiss Kate Buchanan, Dean of
dation is made.
_
Activities, urges anyone interested
The proposals presented at this in working on the committee to
meeting included three from the see her as soon as possible.
National Park Service and one
A “Campus Mother” is named
each from the lumber industry, the
by
the committee and will be in,
theornia
State of Calif
the Savetroduced at an aftérnoon reception.
Redwoods League, and the Sierra Selection is made on the basis of
Club.
interest, time and talent devoted
The three proposals presented to student affairs by a woman on
by the National Park Service were campus.
all published last year in a 51 page
Mrs. Eleanor Kellenberger, edureport entitled, “The Redwoods.”
cation,
was given the award last
Each of these three plans calls for
a park in Humboldt and Del Norte year.
Traditionally
this activity
is
counties. The three plans would
to coincide with the
also take in the existing Del Norte, scheduled
“Green
and
Jedediah Smith, and Prairie Creek music departments
Gold Capers” at which the visiting
State parks.
The first federal plan calls for mothers will be guests of the colapproximately
93,400 acres,
of lege. Green and Gold Capers is the
which 30,440 are virgin redwoods. annual variety show sponsored by
«
The estimated cost for the park the HSC band.
is about $140 million.
The
National
Park
Service's
second

Genelly

$=

lion.

Dr.

eee

ago in Washington, D.C., Secre-

tary Udall heard discussions on
seven proposals concerning the
park issue. He comredwood
mented in an Associated Press
story that he is sure we can make
a decision that will be good for
the country and for the overall
economy in this region.
Of the seven proposals presented
at the meeting, five favored a Redwood National Park, one favored
additions to state parks, and one
calls for a federal-state partnership. Each of these proposals will

management,

>

L. Udall will make his recommendation to President Johnson.
At a meeting held two weeks

——-

Depart-

when

program.

ae

conclusion

a

near

ment of Interior Secretary Stewart

ranching

a

other additions to Jedediah Smith,
Del Norte, and Prairie Creek State
parks.
The Save-the-Redwoods League
presented a plan urging a national
park of just under 37,000 acres at
a cost of approximately $37 mil-

aad
6
eee

will draw

here to accept

boca

California

from

5

Have

in Northern

leave

“
—e

eral-state partnership which would

he took

a Fulbright Lectureship grant to
the University College of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland.
While
in
South Africa he acted as consultant in the initiation of a wildlife

-_

two-year

rently distributed as the department’s Bulletin No. 7.
From April 1962 to January 1963

ee

the

month

this

Later

be centered on Humboldt State
struggle of “To Have” or “Not to Park with expansions and probable
Park
nal
Natio
ood
” a Redw

Dr. Richard E. Genelly, associate
professor of game management,
has been appointed to succeed Dr.
Raymond F. Dasmonn as Chairman of the Division of Natural Resources, President Cornelius H.
Siemens announced this week.
Dr. Genelly will take over the
post next semester when Dr. Dasmann vacates to join the staff of
the Conservation Foundation in
Washington, D.C.
Currently coordinator of game

San
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The Campus Activities Center is
in for some extensive face-lifting,
according to Activities Commissioner Steve

Major
ing

of

Peithman.

projects
new

include

flooring

the lay-

in

the

main

eating area. The old lineoleum is
25 years old and has softened to
the point that the weight of a stu-

dent on his chair causes deep dents
in the floor. The new tile will be
beige and a darker color will spell
out “HSC” in the center of the
room.
The CSC snack bar will be
painted shell pink and Student Ac-

tivities

Commission

planning

on

members

are

fish

and

adding

net

travel posters to complete

the ef-

fect. The Commission also hopes
to see the old walk-in freezers torn

out

and

area

within

replaced

A new
installed,

with

the snack

an

eating

bar area.

bulletin board has been
replacing the old peg-

board, in order to meet the demand
for poster space.

A display by art student Delia
Johnson is now appearing in the

and Country Club.

lounge.

Christmas

decorations

go

The jukebox has been changed
to play for a nickel a play instead
of a dime, and six plays for a
quarter. “We
felt that students

would

play

would

it more

often

Singers Join

up

soon. A 12 foot tree is planned,
and
Commission
members. will
decorate it at a decorating party
during the coming week.

For Chrisimas Music Festival

| Annual Christmas Banquet of EuThe Humboldt Chorale and the | reka Rotary Club, and in the ArChamber Singers will be appear- cata Community Christmas Coning at the Fourth Annual Christ- | cert on December 12.
mas Art and Music
Festival in

it Eureka this Sunday, said Dr. Leon |
Wagner, director of the Chamber |
Singers.
|

and

add a lot to the atmosphere

of the CAC,”
In

order

Peithman

to

help

said.

organizations

and candidates with their publicity
work, a new poster room has been
installed off the snack bar. Fitted
with cabinets and shelves ,it should
be a big help to students, Peithman
stid. Two paper dispensers and
several work tables plus a good
supply of paints make

The annual festival is held in
the Eureka Inn from 10 a.m. until
9 p.m. and art and music is entered in it from all over the west
coast, said Mr.
Leland Barlow,
Chorale director. The dining room
will be filled with drawings, paintings, and other art pieces.

important addition to the CAC.
The recently installed rider's

The musicians will present their
selections in the lobby during the
day. A play will also be staged
in the lobby.

sion intends to expand

ber

the room

an

bulletin board has been a success,
'cithman said, and the Commislicize it further,
Current

mission
Bonnie

members

are

it and pub-

of

the

Peithman,

Gavey,

Secretary

Assistant

Commissioner

Com-

Doug

to

the

Minkema,

Historian Jana Gold, Rich Winnie,

Ruth

Ann

Karen

Gregerson,

Devery,

Bob

Peggy

Ross,

McGurk,

Bob Dolezol and Mary Douglass.

Dr. Wagner said that the ChamSingers are scheduled to ap-

pear at 7:30 and will first present
two 15th century English carols.
Then
Steve
Peithman
will join
Gale Wilcox for a duet of “Nowell
Sing We Bothe Alle and Somme.”
Gerry Hampton and Steve Brudney will sing folk carols with guitar accompaniment, including the

Appalacian “I Wonder as I Wander.”

‘Right You Are’
Opens Tonight
GLORIA

YOUNG

The element of human

curiousity

will come alive tonight as Sequoia
second

pro-

duction of the season, “Right

Masque

presents

its

You

about

your

cerned

with only this one goal, the

new

neighbors’.

Con-

townspeople set out to find out
about the latest arrivals in their

to be her mother.
law,
Julie

The

mother-in-

For All AutomotiNeeds
ve

Sixth St.
Arcata
Phone 822-5114

transistor, uses battery, remote mike, earphone, 1 tape,

Signora
Frola,
played
by
Fulkerson, claims that Pon-

the

in
play

“Ceasar
will be

curtain.

reel. Comp. at $19.85 . 14.95

her

will

.

and Cleopatra,”
done without a

However,

everything

in

take

this

place

|

Walkie-Talkie transceivers
range up to half mile on inex-

pensive 9-V battery. Pr. 19.99

play,

If crystal and case remain intact

in one

room and there won't be any stage
changes.
Neil
Bierbower’s
set
shows a typical 1920 Italian middle class home complete with an
old fashioned white telephone.
Ethelyn Pauley’s costumes for
the 16 to 18 member cast vary in
colors and styles. The brightest

Many gift hints for parents, too...

costumes,
for
Signora
Sirellis’,
played by Kerry Collins, are bright
blue and pink taffeta affairs with

huge flowers on her hats and the
neck of the dresses.

At Prices You Can Afford

.

Curtain time for the show is 8:30

Friday

and

Saturday,

Dec.

3 and

4, and Dec. 10, and 11. Tickets for
the show can be obtained by con-

tacting Linda Carlyle in the Sequoia Masque box office weekdays

your NAPA jobber is
the RIGHT place to go!

tefor
A Comple
Supply House
Auto, Truck and Industrial
Parts

from

9:00

822-1771

to

4:00,

or

by

{

calling

and asking for the ticket

Phillips
Camera Shop
623 “H” STREET

The Best in
Photographic Supplies
VA 2-8156

3.95
3.80
3.00
4.00
and
2.25

terproof*, shock-resist. 10.95
g. “Princess” Caravelle, jeweled,
anti-mag., shock-resist. 12.95
h. Aiwa Portable Recorder. All-

daughter.
As

Sterling charm bracelet
Wreath charm, bell swing
Hearth, stockings swing
Solid sterling skier. . .
Gold-filled (1/20-12K)
sterling chains (18°). .

f. Man's Caravelle, jeweled, wa-

city.
The problem is this—The husband, Signor Ponza, says that his
wife is his second one and no relation to the woman who claims

za’s wife is his first one and

Industrial Auto Parts

a.
b.
c.
d.
e@.

Are! If you think you are.”
The comedy, directed by Yvonne
Shaffer, is a symbolic, three-act
parable of ‘how to learn the truth

|

Ko)

ie! wessfields JEWELERS
628 FIFTH

STREET

—

Open Friday till 9

EUREKA
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‘Freshman From Ventura’

Se

ener

Renews Harrier Interest
By TIM STEWART
Humboldt track fans thought
that chances of having another outstanding distance runner after Bill

mile, and the steeplechase for newly appointed
Houston.

track

coach,

Robert

Tuttle is presently majoring in
Ferlatte graduated were slim, but game management, but may change
Gary Tuttle, tagged the Freshman his major to Biology and minor in
from Ventura, has equalled Fer- physical
education in order to
latte’s running ability for the team

this year.
Last year Bill Ferlatte held the
cross-country record at Humboldt,
but Tuttle broke his standard with
a time of 22:02 over the four-mile

a

Humboldt State graduate Peter!
N. Slattery of San Francisco, has}
recently been named a Peace Corps}
Volunteer, according to informa-|
tion received from Washington,
D.C.
After completing weeks of training at the University of Arizona,
Slattery and other new volunteers
departed for their assignment in
Panama.
the

arrival

of

this

group,

approximately
150 Peace Corps
Volunteers will be at work in
Panama,

in

community

ment,
co-operatives,
extension, and health.

develop-

agricultural

The majority of volunteers will
work in remote Indian settlements,

and will replace those completing
their two years of service.

During the training period, Slattery and
the other volunteers
studied Spanish, methods of instruction, and techniques of improving

fishing,

cultivation,

sani-

tation and health.
Slattery joins the 10,000 other
Peace
Corps
Volunteers
now
working in 46 nations of Asia,
Africa and Latin America.
Persons interested in starting a
two-year Peace Corps assignment
this winter may complete and sub-

mit an application and take the

placement test.
The test is given throughout the
country on the second Saturday of
each month at the various area
post offices.

Information may be obtained at
all post offices, or by writing the
Peace Corps, Washington, D.C.
Students may also contact Placement

Officer

campus.

Kenneth

reports
ee

tty
eae

Deoeek, Ben Perea,

Reed, Bob Henry, Bill W
How e, Mark Smith ak

ee

ise and Frank

Speaker Series
66 Sees New
facilitating critical thinking on

HSC Graduate
In Peace Corps

With

members| Jewett. Back row: ak

“aot

0

-r) front row: Carolyn
Buchanan, Ed Jesson, Laraine

tition at home.

Burns

on

In order to present timely and
controversial speakers on a variety
of topics next semester, a new lecture committee has been formed,

according to Activities Advisor
Scotty Reed.
Lectureof the
Independent
Concert
Committee,
“Spectrum
66” is replacing the Student Activities Commission “Meet your
Prof” series. Its goal is to present
topics of current interest to the
student body, with the hopes of

Schuler Exhibit
Draws Acclaim
Now
Art

in Sacramento,

is an

exhibit of wood sculpture and
drawing done by Melvin Schuler,
professor of art and sculpture here.
The 20 pieces of work, following
the theme of oriental life, have
been on display there since November 15 and will remain until
December 16.
The show has been reviewed by
two men for publication. Dean
Wallace of the San
Francisco
Chronicle wrote that Professor
Schulers work was “bold and rugged,” “strong and evocative.” He
said that the “entire exhibition
takes on the aspect of amagical
black forest where trees, nymphs,
and monsters, and creations of
man cannot be readily distinguished from one another. It is, in the
final anaylsis, a startingly fine
show of abstract sculpture by a
young man who will undoubtedly
make a good many more excellent
contributions.”
Max Butler, professor art here,
wrote a review for an art magatwo impressive aspects of the
work. “The vigorousness of attackwood

without

undue

concern

for the surface finish; and the
range possibilities within the work.
A considerable further exploration
seems to lie in the direction of
these pieces, almost calliographic
in shape.

homosexuality,

Forestry
to Sell
Christmas Trees
The

Forestry

Clubs

Wulfert. chairman of the event.
The club will have its lot in the
Arcata Safeway's parking lot. The
trees will be sold daily from 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m. except for Friday's when
the lot will remain open until 9
p.m.
Wulfert explained that the club
has about 500 trees of which 400
are

White

Firs

and

evenly split between
Noble Fir.
Most of the trees
the Redding area by
members.

Other

trees

are

the Susanville area and a few are
from Oregon.
The entire club assists in the
sale ,either by cutting the trees or
by

helping

with

the selling at the

This annual tree sale is the main

source of income for the Forestry
Club and it has earned over $1,000

from this project in the past.
The
year's

money
sale will

raised
from
this
allow the club to

sponsor an orphan boy from India,
publish

its yearbook,

The

Annual

Ring, and finance many other club
is now

“Configurations

to

“Dominance.”

for the an-

Each of six dorm wings and individual doors and rooms will be
decorated according to different

of the University of Nevada, who
Christmas themes and will make
had times of 21:21 and 21:22 respectively. Tuttle's time was 21:24. up three areas of competition
which will be judged prior to
Running
has always
been
in
Open
House so that visitors may
Gary's blood. He has been running

cross-country since his sophomore see the winning entries.
A receiving line composed of the
year at Buena High School in Ven- |

be

given

school.)
Tuttle’s reason for not running
track prior to his senior year was
his participation in baseball during
his sophomore and junior years.
He also participated in basketball
his senior year.
Tuttle was outstanding in his
lone year of track. He ran the twomile event and was so outstanding
that he reached the CIF finals.
He placed seventh among all twomile runners in the Southern CIF
division.

Commenting

on his reasons

running track
Tuttle said, “I

spirit of competition.”
hours

a week

for

and cross-country,
like to run for the

He runs 21

to condition

himself

for the cross-country meets.
Tuttle also added that he

has

Lovrich

will welcome

guests.

A dance by records will follow
in the recreation room of the dorm
and decorating
floor.

will be left to 2nd

Refreshments will be served and

the public is invited.

Library Opens
Sundays 1-5
The library will be open this
Sunday afternoon, December 5,
from 1-5 p.m. through the co-operation of the library staff members
who
volunteered
to work
over-

time, and the divisions of instrucparticipated with a better
tion which have contributed funds
group of teammates and added that
to pay student assistants for work
all of them work “real hard". Conin the library on Sundays.
cerning a championship team, Tutnever

tle said, “Humboldt should win the
Students and faculty were asked
conference meet next year.”
the week before Thanksgiving vaHumboldt should have a better cation to express their preference
the rest are
Red Fir and track team this spring for Tuttle for evening or afternoon hours of
plans on running the mile, two- library service.
were cut in
Forestry Club

a forestry

and

annual

Christmas tree sale will begin tomorrow at 9 a.m. announced Tom

of starting

II”

underway

narcotics

be handled through a seven-man
committee, composed of a crosssection of campus thought, Reed
said.
Students interested in serving on
the committee should contact Advisor Reed in the Activities Office

activties.
The club

and

are

nual Open House at Sunset Hall
to be held December 8 from 7 to 9
p.m., said April Byrad, dormitory
president.

addiction, a survey of minority
political
thought,
such
as_
the
American Nazi Party and the John

Most of the sculpture pieces
were made of Walnut and given
titles such as “Blocks,” “Thrust,”
[

presbirth

Conference

Plans

House

tura, Calif. He ran three years of head resident, Mrs. Avis Passie,
cross-country, and in his senior,;and the dorm executive council
year, participated in varsity track. members, April Byrad, president:
In Tuttle’s senior year, Buena} Bonnie Gaveygvice-president; Ann
Birch Society, poetry readings, art High School's cross-country team Harter, secretary; Karen Reese,
placed second in the southern sec- treasurer; Mary Shorb, fire-mardisplays and other related topics.
Topics, as well as the arrange- tion of the CIF. (There is no state shal, and residents advisors Debby
ments for their presentation, will meet for cross-country in high Stetson, Nancy Dykes, and Sandy
control,

zine. In his writing he pointed out, lot
ing

the

or Chairman Jim Dodge in L.A. 14.

on display at the Crocker

Museum

issues of the day, Reed said.
Tentatively scheduled for
entation are discussions on

At the Far Western

Championship cross-country meet
held
on
November
20,
Tuttle
placed third out of 52 participants.
He was edged by Walt Andrea of
San Francisco State and Ron Lee

Sot by SenestHal

Annual

in the

process

scholarship

to a student

in

st

Enioy Jerry Moore & Co.
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B

pa
wWwzA
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m

ae

school.

ww Asse

UNION

COLLEGE

meet

COMMITTEE

Sd

in high

Sit by the fireplace and relax while
dining or enjoying your favorite drink

js t=

"

track

REDWOOD LANES
864 Tenth

St.

s-270O mw

a

course. He was also undefeated
[against all of Humboldt’s compe-

coach

ARCATA

For-

estry Management.
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Furniture
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Gary Tuttle placed third to lead
his teammates to a sixth place fin- berg, placed 17th, 22:25; Bryan
ish in the Far Western Conference Furman, 23rd, 23:18; Jim DougChampionship cross-country meet las, 34th, 24:11; Rod Quesnel, 25th,
ai
and Hugh Tower, 4lst,
November 20 at Hayward.
The Lumberjacks received 112
points for their sixth place showThe
1965 Lumberjack crossing. Last year Humboldt scored country team fimished
out its seas131 points, a 19 point improvement on with a 4-4 record,
with victorover their 1964 performance.
ies over San Francisco State, UniSacramento State won the team versity of Pacific,
Sonoma State,
championship with 42 points. The and Chico
State, and losses to UniUniversity of Nevada and the Uni- versity of Californ
ia at Davis, Cal
versity of California at Davis were State at
Hayward, University of
second and third with scores of 72 Nevada, and
Sacramento State.
and 78 points respectively.

'
)

in

inge

j

}

rin

to

hy

‘
4

MEMBERS OF THE 1965 Lumberjack cross-country
which compiled a 4-4 record are: L-R (front row)
Atzet, Coach Hess, Craig Edberg,

‘

|

(Capt.).

squad

sportsday

this

and the participants will wear appropriate name tags in the shape
of thermometers, Mary Jane Westfall, chairman of the playday said.
Two

Chico

Robin

teams

will be coming

from

State to play in the Round
tournament,

and

perhaps

one team from the University of
the Pacific. Two teams will represent Humboldt, Miss Westfall said.

200 points

Brand X, DOM’s Lead

‘Mural Volleyball Leagues

indy

Seventh and eighth place finishes
went to Sonoma State and Chico

Tuttle, State with scores of 192 points and

Johnson, Hugh
Tower, Bryan Furman,
pictured are Coach Jolly, Mike

‘

may

the
ssie,
incil
ent:
Ann
ese,
narbby

volleyball

the fourth, fifth, and sixth places
— Used 4-power or
was only six points. Cal State at WANTED
3-9 variable scope. Jim Andrews,
Hayward and San Francisco State
edged Humboldt with 106 and 108 Wildlife Building box No. 1 or
1030 “C” Street, Arcata.
points in that order.

tory

to

The

Saturday will carry the theme of
“The Rise and Fall of Volleyball”

The margin of difference betw

anHall
to 9

| in| be
rent
lake
tion

LUMB ERJACK

respectively.

The running conditions at Hayward were not very good due to
the muddy course, resulting in slow
times for the runners.
San Francisco State’s Walt Andrae finished first with a time of
21:21, edging Ron Lee of Nevada
who placed second with a clock-

ing of 21:22, and Tuttle was only
three seconds behind the winning
time with a 21:24 showing.
third place
Tuttle's
Besides
Craig EdHumboldt’s
showing,

Second
Hand
Store
VA 2.2040
760 Fifteenth Street
ARCATA

July 29, 1966
or Aug. 3, 1966
For Faculty, Staff, Students of
The California State Colleges
for information:
Office of International
Programs
California State Colleges
1600 H
Avenue
San Francisco, Calif. $4132

Fare:
$2235 one way

The Intramural Volleyball
League competition turned to the
home stretch with the National
League's Brand X and the Ameri-

low

orm
2nd

can

League's

D.O.M.’s

leading the

pack.
In regard to games played in the
National League, Mai-Kai defeated
Psychotics, 15-13, 15-10; Brand X
beat Burns Boys, 15-9, 15-6; Tau

and

Kappa
Nelson

Epsilon triumphed
Hall, 15-8, 15-10.

Burns
Athletic

over

Boys subdued Fickle Hill
Club, 15-7, 15-13; Brand

Women:

X won over Mai-Kai, 15-9, 15-3,
and So-Cals defeated Psychotics,
15-7, 15-0.
In the

American

League,

South

Bay Pan Ams beat D.O.M.'s, 15-5,
15-12; Faculty defeated Newman
Club, 15-5, 15-13; Delta Sigma Phi
forfeited to Tyros, and D.O.M.'s
won over Conservation Unlimited

B, 17-15, 15-8.
Tyros defeated
15-6;

Forestry,

Conservation

17-15,

Unlimited

B

beat A's Angels, forfeit; South Bay
Pan Ams triumphed over Newman
Club, 15-6, 15-5, 11-15, and Faculty
won over A’s Angels, forfeit.

Concerning the National League
standings,

Brand

X,

6-0;

Burns

Boys, 4-1; So-Cals, 5-2; Tau Kappa Epsilon, Conservation Unlimited A, Fickle Hill Athletic Club,
Nelson Hall, Mai-Kai,
Psychotics, 0-6.

all 3-3, and

In the American League, D.O.M.'s, 5-1; Conservation Unlimited
B, 4-1; South Bay Pan Ams, 5-2;
Tyros, 5-2; Faculty, 3-3; Delta
Sigma Phi, 2-3; Newman Club, 2-4,
and Forestry, 1-5.
In

regard

to

the

up-coming

“Little 500” Bicycle Race, there
will be time trials on Monday and
Tuesday, Dec. 6 and 7
The order by which the 16
teams will qualify is:
Foresters, Potowatamies, North
Bay Pan Ams, Pirates, Impalas,
El Muriendo, South Bay Pan Ams,
Quants, Wildcats, Worm Racing
Associates, FHACERS, D.O.M.'s,
Arcata Wheelmen, Mustangs, Delta Sigma Phi, and Rolling Wheels.
In the perennial “Turkey Trot”,
or the two-mile cross country meet,

held on November 20, Ken Kline
of the Fickle Hill Athletic Club
succesfully defended his crown.

~

Kline

completed

the

After four years of
college, why settle
for just a job?

two

mile

Pacific Telephone can offer you a career:
@ A wide variety of interesting work including supervision, computer

engineering Gextuitia.

ming, statistical and

course behind the field house in
a time of 11:03.7. Dennis Sousa

@ Opportunities
to start at management level.

took second as he ran the course
in 11:17. Dennis Droper and David
Freiler finished third and fourth

@ On-the-job
training
and
wimg”

respectively with times of 11:18
and 11:19,
The victory cup went to the Fickle Hill Athletic Club as they took
first, second, and tenth, to run up
a score of 13 points.

The second place honors went
to Conservation Unlimited as they
captured sixth, seventh, and ninth
places for a total of 22 points.

opportunities
for

Our Recruiter will be ca

campus soon, Why not talk
to her? You may learn a lot you
never knew about career oppor>
tunities at Pacific Telephone,

Interviewing:

Dec. 6-7

Fri, Dec. 3, 1965
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season

their

Junior

Jacks

open
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when

they

Humboldt
Despite 99-18 loss in the season's final
notable
most
The
w.
revie
to
cea
(ne
grid fans have some
ton
Hous
the
by
Hook
cornerman Bill
of which is the signing
e.
Leagu
ball
Oilers of the American Foot
overall mark.
Ray Mechals, Oiler representa-| -yit and a 6-4 rback
Danny Ball
tive for the area and head football |“ Senior quarte
to the Neyards
71
punt
a
coach at St. Bernard's High |1ooted
in the season-

play the College of the Siskiyous
at Weed, Calif.
The game is slated to get under

way at 8 p.m. Paul Bush is the
Junior Jack mentor this year. He
will be accompanied to Weed by

School, signed Hook to a one year | yada one yard line
what was probabcontract good for a salary of $10,-| ending game for
st play.
prettie
year’s
the
ly
squad,
the
makes
he
ed
000, provid
signfor
as well as a $300 bonus
ing.

George

representative

faculty
Dyer.

In commenting about the College of the Siskiyous basketball
team, Bush said, “All of the players are six feet or better.” He also
be

strategy will

that his game

stated

press

the

Coach

Bush also announced

his

and

break

fast

to

Siskiyous.

Donlin,

forward,

5°10”,
Calif.,

_Anoth

the grid

6’

and

guards,

and Joe Cheshier, 5’ 10”, from Oxnard.,
Also making the trip will be

Whitlock,

Allen

Bill

team

poaiyy"3ap |\Cagers Open Slate Tonight

H

dresta

St.

LORENZO
SHELL SERVICE
Propane Gas - Muffiers @ Shocks
Brakes
- Front

End

A new era of basketball under|fer from
Richard Niclai will get its initial | problem.
Coach
test tonight as the Lumberjacks

the

meet

32-1506

Alignment

Southern

Oregon

Raiders in Ashland.
Niclai takes
Coach

the

Red

head-!

coaching spot from Henry Cooper,

who accepted a coaching spot at
Santa Rosa Junior College.
Asked about a starting lineup for

tonight’s encounter,

their

perennial

Niclai

added

throughout

COMPLETE ORDERING
SERVICE

and

on

the

Oliver

was the number
\league.

The

record

offensive

and

second

Minor

re-|Tepresent

Hayes

e

mpe

in the

wrestling

By Unknown Driver

San

Jose

Invi-

invitational

is

a

aoa

.

The car jumped the curb, crossed! the 167 Ib.

the sidewalk and struck the fence| "Tom Oglesbee is the probable
post to which the line fence be-| wrestler in the 177 Ib. class, said
eame|Hoaesman, Other wrestiers’ that
tween the fish pead theandmainthe fence.
Holgerson

Head,

Hogar

the

damage

estimated

at around $50.

posted

place

a 2-3

in the cir-

& Ammo

Bait

Fishing Tackle

822-1331

| FALOR’S

Pharmacy
1563 G STREET - NORTHTOWN
VA 2-2025

Ib. class.
Outstanding wrestler Jerry MacPherson will not wrestle in the

A cyclone fence which encloses 14S Ib. class due to a rib injujry,
Other wrestlers
the game pens on 17th Street was said Hassman.
damaged sometime over the holi- slated for action include Jim Prince
days by an unidentified motor ve- or Mike Michalak, 152 Ib. class,
hicle, according to Campus Secur- Mike Michalak or Leroy Eyan
160 Ib. class, and Gary Smiley in
ity reports.

pen is attached to
Security
Campus

will

wrestle

include

Ed

Johnson,

191 tb. class, and either Bill Mc-

Collum or Larry Fields, in the un-

limited bracket,

SMITTY'S

T
STORE
Falor’s is a STUDEN
with the following conveniences:
... CHECKS CASHED, $20.00 MAXIMUM
... CHARGE ACCOUNT WITH ASB CARD
... POSTAL SUBSTATION
...

REOORDS

...

ALL YOUR

DRUG NEEDS

Don’t Make A Deal Until You've Seen

oudtn SACCHI'S 0m:°Eue
—

47 Years in Arcata

Opel

Lubrication - Wheel Balancing

Minor Tune Ups
BLUE CHIP STAMPS

822-2046

Buick

Free Pickup and Delivery

{1007 @ 8ST.

Cuties

in the
points

OPEN DAILY UNTIL 9 P.M.
ON THE PLAZA
ARCATA
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Lumberjack wrestling squad will
open its season tonight when they

The

Lumberjacks

Guns

Meet

Ralph Hassman’s

participate
tational.

in the yearbook.

HUNTING
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ose

Coach
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her ginss at Ct

four booter in the

for fourth
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San
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Goods
ng
& Bottle
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SpoGoods
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Co

and
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MALM & MURRAY

was

that

two-day affair. Each wrestler will
get two chances to wrestle, said
Hassman. Schools competing will
that be all the schools in the Far WestNiclai commented
Coach
nce and junior colleges
the focal point of attention has ern Confere
been on giving the Lumberjacks in Northern California.
Also making the trip will be stu
a high-percentage shot.
This week the ‘Jacks have been
working on total offense and de- The team will leave at 1 p.m.
Hassman also announced hi
fense in assemblance of game comptobable wrestlers for the San Jose
petition.
include Steve
The Lumberjacks will again suf- Invitational. They
Land, 123 Ib. class, Craig Richards,
130 ib. class, Bob Bourgeois, 137
lb. class, and Ron Critchley, 145

Game Pens Damaged

Chevrolet

said

total offense and punter Gary Gans

the

that

campus

the

Fred Griffith, 6°4", Jim Frint, 6’4”,

6'5”, Jim Woldvogel, 62", and
Larry Monroe, a member of the
Junior Jacks a few seasons ago.
Ken Kline, 6°2”, and Roger Barisdale, 6°3", make up the rest of
the traveling squad.

SAT.

ASB”

In addition, quarterback Joe Sarboe was second in both passing and

heighth

exemplified in the Wendell
era a few seasons back.

would rotate his first cight players
to meet whatever size and speed |
At
the opposition possesses.
The first eight cagers include

squad.
Junior college transfers are Steven Dangberg, $9”, John Robinson,

e

the

for

contest

the

lceiver with 51 catches.

ance as well as games to come will
of enthusiasm
ekindle a spark

Sylvan Braa, 60”, and Pat Patton, Two-Day

MON.

and

contestants

while end Carl Del Grande was
the league’s number one pass re-

|’Jacks hope that tonight's perform-

Niclai said he Maim

5’10”, all lettermen from last year's

Open 10:00 am. to 7:00 pm.

meaningful

more

.

rushing, with 741 and third
league in scoring with 54

rats ForteNT ||Against Red Raider Quintet
VA

1)

in the Far Western Conference
finds fullback Mel Oliver at the
top of the pile in yards gained

Dave Freiler or Dennis Sousa.

933

of

ceived honorable mention.
And a look at the final statistics

Thurman,

PARTY DISCOU

berth

a

Mallory, and

Lynn

in

naming

the

Hook was wanted to the defen-| © Sempervirens. a
eras
te
sive first team while Kehl gained oe

berg, 5° 10”, from Oakland, Calif.,

Gary Crooks,

interceptions

finale was

team .

hall

Venden-

Rich

eee
from Page

Hook, Anthony Kehl, Mel Oliver Mi ; Ableend
i casuakit and her entire
and Dave Minor to the Associated ' Th
ide Little All-West Coast foot- Ps will, be highlighted in the

1”,

forward, from Eureka, Calif., Max
Bridges, 6’ 4”, center, from Eureka,

pass

of

nightmare

Ox-

from

Jackson,

Paul

(Continued

has been to
to turn to pro football for a liv-| ethod of selection
stars and
movie
to
stated. He will begin | send photos
ing,” Hook
mailed to
working out with Houston in mid- have the winners name
r. “The
membe
staff
a
or
editor
the
‘
July.
in a
er bright spot after the change will hopefully result

probable starting lineup for tonight’s game against the College
of the Siskiyous. They are Jim
nard,

to sign with
me a chance

“I’m very pleased
the Oilers. It gives

VA 2-3673
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